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	Anti–Money Laundering in a Nutshellis a concise, accessible, and practical guide to compliance with anti–money laundering law for financial professionals, corporate investigators, business managers, and all personnel of financial institutions who are required, under penalty of hefty fines, to get anti–money laundering training.


	Money laundering is endemic. As much as 5 percent of global GDP ($3.6 trillion) is laundered by criminals each year. It’s no wonder that every financial institution in the United States—including banks, credit card companies, insurers, securities brokerages, private funds, and money service businesses—must comply with complex examination, training, and reporting requirements mandated by a welter of federal anti–money laundering (AML) laws. Ignorance of crime is no excuse before the law. Financial institutions and businesses that unknowingly serve as conduits for money laundering are no less liable to prosecution and fines than those that condone or abet it.


	In Anti–Money Laundering in a Nutshell: Awareness and Compliance for Financial Personnel and Business Managers, Kevin Sullivan draws on a distinguished career as an AML agent and consultant to teach personnel in financial institutions what money laundering is, who does it, how they do it, how to prevent it, how to detect it, and how to report it in compliance with federal law. He traces the dynamic interplay among employees, regulatory examiners, compliance officers, fraud and forensic accountants and technologists, criminal investigators, and prosecutors in following up on reports, catching launderers, and protecting the integrity and reputations of financial institutions and businesses. In particular, corporate investigators will gain rich insights winnowed from the author's experiences as a New York State and federal investigator.
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The Fashion Business: Theory, Practice, Image (Dress, Body, Culture Series)Berg Publishers, 2000
This book derives from a series of lectures organised by Kingston University in collaboration with the Italian manufacturer retailer MaxMara. The lectures, entitled ‘Perspectives in Fashion’, were launched in 1994 to explore emerging themes in the history and theory of fashion, with the objective of considering them in the context of...
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Management 3.0: Leading Agile Developers, Developing Agile LeadersAddison Wesley, 2011

	I hate management books. I do. People give them to me all the time saying:
	“You should read this one, it changed my life!” These books are all
	about 150 pages. They have 14 point type, double-spaced. They have lots
	of pictures. They have titles like: Open Locker Management, Management
	by not Managing, First Clean All The...
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Wireless IP and Building the Mobile InternetArtech House Publishers, 2002
Wireless IP and Building the Mobile Internet is the first book to take a comprehensive
look at the convergence of wireless and Internet technologies
giving rise to the mobile wireless Internet as we know it. In short, the book
endeavors to provide an overview of all the elements required to understand
and develop the future...
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Wireless Information HighwaysIRM Press, 2005
Many web applications are implemented in a way that makes developing them painful and repetitive. Catalyst is an open-source Perl-based Model-View-Controller framework that aims to solve this problem by reorganizing your web application to design and implement it in a natural, maintainable and testable manner, making web development fun, fast and...
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Practical Forensic Imaging: Securing Digital Evidence with Linux ToolsNo Starch Press, 2016

	Forensic image acquisition is an important part of postmortem incident response and evidence collection. Digital forensic investigators acquire, preserve, and manage digital evidence to support civil and criminal cases; examine organizational policy violations; resolve disputes; and analyze cyber attacks.
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Engineering Mega-Systems: The Challenge of Systems Engineering in the Information AgeAuerbach Publications, 2010

	With their ability to cross traditional boundaries and achieve a level of functionality greater than their component elements, mega-systems have helped corporations and government organizations around the world resolve complex challenges that they otherwise couldn’t address with stand-alone systems. Engineering Mega-Systems: The...
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